Good morning everyone,
The Christmas Millionaires shortbread is all done
but still in the baking tins while I decide how I am
going to package it.
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I did stay up late to make some gift bags last
night; seven for the girls at the dentist office,
though had to leave out the calendars, & a
further four for the shortbread itself.
But I have yet to decide how to wrap the
shortbread inside of the bags... cellophane or foil,
cut up or as a block? I need to get that sorted
before I begin the weekend housework today.

Sunday, December 16, 2018

Although I have been getting back into my work
ethic somewhat in the past couple of weeks I
have not worked up any more Christmas stuff,
that page has not been getting so much footfall
of late so I expect you are all done with your
Christmas cards now.
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Ergo apart from the one I have as the bonus
sheet for today there are no more Christmas
sheets to upload.
Image 1: The last six sheets of the current paper
collection coming up & I have to say I will be
happy to finish it up as I have two more ready on
file for you.
Image 2: A duo of little layered toppers now; this
was such a cute scene that I couldn’t help
thinking that they would make really sweet
Valentine cards?
Image 3: I haven’t created much for the Men’s
page for a while with having so much Christmas

designs to prepare, so I got a few
new ones done in the week. I think
this could make a perfect image for
a masculine winter birthday card.
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Image 7: The second oval decoupage
for the coming week is this image from
the Vintage fashion file.

Image 4: The first of two oval
decoupages that I have planned for
you in the coming week, this one is
a little girl playing with her kitten.

If I went back into the archive files I
could make life easier for myself as
there will be the full decoupage sheet
of this image in there somewhere, but
it is quicker to cut out the final layer
again than to find it in the archives!

In the latest designs I have kept it
really simple for you & so there is no
final individually cut out image.
Image 5: Something else I haven’t
prepared new stuff for in a long
while is the design sets page. So I
have done a bunch of new designs
for that page too & this is one of
those. They are all based on striped
backgrounds but this one is
different from the others because
of the images.
I came across them in one of my
resource files, but have ignored
them up until now as they are page
headers from old books. But when I
imported a couple into the design
software I saw the potential & came
up with this design set.
Image 6: Some lovely prints of dogs
for you now, I did a whole bunch of
these two – well four or five anyhow
- & am planning on creating some
featuring cats too. So here you have

four framed images to use as toppers
on your projects.

Image 8: A new card kit design for you
now & after I had completed the
decoupage layers I got to playing with
the flowers & came up with a couple
more sheets using those, which I will
upload for you in the coming weeks.
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Image 9: The bonus sheet for this
morning is the final Christmas sheet
that I had on file (worth uploading
anyhow)!
It features some children building a
snowman & I have created decoupage
layers for you to build up onto your
project.
So these are the sheets I am planning
to upload in the coming week & I hope
that there is something amongst them
that you like.

Rita x

